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A good news for office beautiful ladies

Due to the fact that all office beautiful ladies who pursue their career have to sit in 

front of computers and under the air conditioning and their skins have few chances 

to contact with air because of makeup thus dry skin is inevitable. In addition they 

can only enjoy a mask after arriving home to take care of their tired faces.

Portable “Mini Moisture Spring” can be used at any time and will not have any 

influences on work. What's more, you can enjoy a facial SPA when making a 

telephone call.

Traditional masks are not 

able to change the size of 

water molecules so they can 

only remain on the surface of 

skin and fail to be absorbed 

effectively.

A beauty salon packed in ladies' bags

Ladies in modern urban have to face big 

working pressure and they have to spend a lot 

o f money and t ime i f they go to the 

professional beauty salon. Portable “Mini 

Moisture Spring” can help skin replenish water 

at any time and anywhere and is “a beauty 

salon packed in ladies' bags. No matter you 

are taking a subway or making a telephone call 

you can use it whenever or wherever you are 

willing to so as to virtually take care of ladies.

“Mini Moisture Spring”  The technology 
guides a new concept of “full absorption of 
water-replenishment”

      According to the findings of scientific research, the 

poresize of female's delicate facial skin is 50 to 70 

microns.Traditional atomization equipment is not able to 

atomizereplenished liquid into such fine particles thus such 

liquidcan only remain on skin surface. However, “MNI 

SkinWater-replenishing Device” can atomize replenished 

liquidinto a nanometer level of 7 to 9 microns that is far smaller 

than pore size. It enables replenished liquid to be absorbed

total ly and virtual ly real ize the new concept of “ful l

absorption of water replenishment”.
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JPD-100N

A revolutionary product of 
portable replenishment

1.Uniform nanometer fine spray achieves skin's full 

absorption effect.
2.small, fashionable, portable and ready to use
3.water replenishment can be made after makeup, which 

has no impact on makeup look

any time 

and anywhere FACE

      The R&D and design of “Mini Skin Water-replenishing 

Device” are cooperated and finished by National Tsing Hua 

University, Taiwan Industrial and Technology Research 

Institute and Shenzhen Jumper Hi-tech Co., Ltd. This product 

adopts today's most advanced nanometer-atomization 

technology which enables liquid to be atomizedinto micron 

size andgeneratesanion(equivalenttoten times of that of 

nearbywaterfall) which is beneficial for human body to absorb. 

In addition, through electronic chip control, it atomizes 

replenished liquid into uniform nanoparticles which human's 

eyes cannot feel either. It is a revolutionary product that 

completely changes portable water replenishment and 

comprehensively enhances use value of facial water 

replenishment for ladies who pursue beauty according to the 

following three aspects!



Brief Introduction

JPD-FR100  Forehead thermometer

 
Forehead type infrared thermometer is a thermometer 

that measure the temperature of human body according 

to the principle of receiving infrared When using it is

only required to align the detection window to measure

the body temperature quickly and accurately

 Product Features

Infrared technology specially designed to take the

forehead temperature of a person

Specially designed to take the milk temperature

Allows for continuous temperature taking

Capable of storing 20 sets of measurement data

No contact hence no need to disinfect after use no

probe to change

Bi color Tri color Back lighted LCD Screen

For different color of person skin

Providing two temperature modes°F C.

Fever alarm function for forehead temperature test.

LCD display resolution definition 0 1

Range of measurement

Body temperature 32 0 42 2

Milk temperature 0 0 100 0

Measurement error 0 3

Repeatability 0 2

Measurement time 0 5s

Measurement distance 10 mm 100mm

Auto shutdown time 10s

Main Technical Indicators



JPD-MT100  Digital Thermometer

Brief Introduction

Digital thermometer is using for measuring the

temperature of human body according to the

temperature of the root of tongue or the Axillary.

Product Features

Soft Probe flexible use special designed for the

babies more safe and comfortable

Accuracy reach up to 0 1

About 8 seconds testing time

Bri color Tri color Back light LCD Screen.

Big LCD display and Memory function

Oral Axillary temperature testing

Fever alarm function

Waterproof design

Unit for choose

LCD display resolution definition 0 1

Range of measurement

Body temperature 32 0 42 9

Measurement error 0 2

Repeatability 0 2

Measurement time 8 seconds.

Auto shutdown time 3 minute.

Main Technical Indicators




